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Abstract The biogenic volatile compound dimethylsulﬁde (DMS) is produced in the ocean mainly from
the ubiquitous phytoplankton osmolyte dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP). In the upper mixed layer,
DMS concentration and the daily averaged solar irradiance are roughly proportional across latitudes and
seasons. This translates into a seasonal mismatch between DMS and phytoplankton biomass at low latitudes,
termed the “DMS summer paradox,” which remains difﬁcult to reproduce with biogeochemical models.
Here we report on a global meta-analysis of DMSP and DMS cycling processes and their relationship to
environmental factors. We show that DMS seasonality reﬂects progressive changes in a short-term dynamic
equilibrium, set by the quotient between gross DMS production rates and the sum of biotic and abiotic DMS
consumption rate constants. Gross DMS production is the principal driver of DMS seasonality, due to the
synergistic increases toward summer in two of its underlying factors: phytoplankton DMSP content (linked to
species succession) and short-term community DMSP-to-DMS conversion yields (linked to physiological stress).
We also show that particulate DMSP transformations (linked to grazing-induced phytoplankton mortality)
generally contribute a larger share of gross DMS production than dissolved-phase DMSP metabolism. The
summer paradox is ampliﬁed by a decrease in microbial DMS consumption rate constants toward summer.
However, this effect is partially compensated by a concomitant increase in abiotic DMS loss rate constants.
Besides seasonality, we identify consistent covariation between key sulfur cycling variables and trophic
status. These ﬁndings should improve the modeling projections of the main natural source of climatically
active atmospheric sulfur.
1. Introduction
The unimodal seasonal beat of upper-ocean DMS concentrations, with an annual maximum in summer, is a
widespread feature from tropical to polar latitudes [Bates et al., 1987; Simó and Pedrós-Alió, 1999a; Lana et al.,
2011]. In seasonally light-limited polar and subpolar latitudes, DMS peaks approximately in synchrony with
phytoplankton biomass and with the concentration of its phytoplanktonic precursor, DMSP. As we move
toward subtropical latitudes, the summer DMS peak tends to lag that of DMSP by some weeks and that of
phytoplankton biomass by somemonths, thus setting the DMS summer paradox [Simó and Pedrós-Alió, 1999a].
These contrasting seasonal patterns across latitudes are also known as the bloom and the stress regimes for
DMS dynamics [Toole and Siegel, 2004]. Global ecosystem models frequently struggle to reproduce DMS
seasonality in the lower latitude, stress regime (or summer paradox) areas [Le Clainche et al., 2010; Vogt
et al., 2010], which approximately contribute half of the oceanic DMS emission [Lana et al., 2011] despite
their low productivity.
There is wide consensus that seasonal phytoplankton succession is key in producing the summer paradox by
favoring strong DMSP-producing taxa in highly irradiated, stratiﬁed, and nutrient-depleted waters [Stefels et al.,
2007; Archer et al., 2009]. Yet this alone cannot explain the temporal decoupling between DMS and its precursor
DMSP, neither the larger amplitude of seasonal DMS variation compared to DMSP observed at oligotrophic
locations [Dacey et al., 1998; Toole and Siegel, 2004; Vila-Costa et al., 2008]. This requires either an increase of
community DMSP-to-DMS conversion yields toward summer, or a decrease of total DMS loss (due to bacterial
oxidation, photolysis, and ventilation), or both. These mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and can even act
synergistically, and considerable uncertainty remains in the literature as to their relative importance in
producing the summer paradox. A further source of uncertainty concerns the contribution of “particulate”
DMS production (generally attributed to phytoplankton) and “dissolved” DMS production (generally
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attributed to bacteria) to gross DMS production. While some works estimated that conversion of dissolved
DMSP is of enough magnitude to sustain DMS turnover [e.g., Kiene and Linn, 2000a], other studies showed
that much higher DMS production rates and yields occur associated to particles [e.g., Scarratt et al., 2000a]. All
in all, the magnitude and the seasonal variability of DMS sources and sinks across ocean biomes, and their
underlying factors, are poorly constrained [Vézina, 2004; Six and Maier-Reimer, 2006; Le Clainche et al., 2010]. This
uncertainty translates into ecological model parameterizations and ultimately affects the conclusions
reached through numerical experiments and sensitivity analyses [Archer et al., 2002; Vézina, 2004; Le
Clainche et al., 2010].
The ﬁnding of a strong relationship between the daily averaged, vertically integrated irradiance in the upper
mixed layer [the so-called solar radiation dose (SRD) index] and DMS concentrations over the global ocean
[Vallina and Simó, 2007] emphasized the crucial role of sunlight in driving DMS seasonality. The SRD index
depends directly on the daily solar irradiance and the water transparency, and inversely on the mixed layer
depth (MLD; see section 3). Therefore, it ultimately reﬂects the seasonal changes in physical forcing that
control pelagic biological processes through the effects of light, turbulence, and nutrients. The SRD-DMS
relationship has been criticized either on statistical grounds [Derevianko et al., 2009] or based on the fact that
it does not explain mesoscale DMS distribution [Belviso and Caniaux, 2009]. However, SRD remains as the
single variable explaining most of the seasonal DMS variability over large scales [Lana et al., 2012; Miles et al.,
2009] and at speciﬁc sites [Vallina and Simó, 2007].
In search of a mechanistic explanation for the summer paradox and the SRD-DMS relationship, we assembled a
global database of DMSP and DMS cycling rates within the upper mixed layer (UML). The data were statistically
analyzed within a common conceptual framework based on a minimal steady state UML DMS budget equation
(Figure 1), thus disentangling the seasonal variability of the key DMS production and consumption terms and
their modulation by environmental variables. Special emphasis was placed on stress regime or summer paradox
areas, deﬁned as those displaying negative seasonal correlation between DMS and chlorophyll a (Chl).
2. Conceptual Framework
The variation of UML DMS concentrations ([DMS]) over time can be expressed by the following budget equation:
d DMS½ =dt ¼ GPDMS  DMS½  · kBC þ kphoto þ kvent
 
(1)
where GPDMS is the gross DMS production rate, and kBC, kphoto, and kvent represent the ﬁrst-order rate
constants of bacterial DMS consumption, DMS photolysis, and DMS ventilation, respectively (see units
in Table 1). Hereafter, we will call the (kBC + kphoto + kvent) term the total DMS loss rate constant kLOSS.
Figure 1. Scheme of the simpliﬁed DMS budget equation that articulates the meta-analysis. DMSO: dimethylsulfoxide; MeSH: methanethiol. DMSO-based DMS
production is omitted for clarity. The budget terms are described in section 2 and the variables in Table 1. The arrow marked with an asterisk corresponds to
particulate-phase DMS production, which is not explicitly included in the meta-analysis.
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Net turbulent DMS ﬂuxes (horizontal and diapycnal) are, under most circumstances, orders of magnitude
smaller than kLOSS and can be neglected [Gabric et al., 2001; Herrmann et al., 2012; Yang et al., 2013].
Signiﬁcant vertical DMS ﬂuxes have only been reported in situations where nighttime convection erodes a
sharp sub-pycnocline DMS maximum [Bailey et al., 2008].
GPDMS can be expressed as the product of total DMSP (DMSPt) concentration, the substrate-speciﬁc DMSPt
consumption rate constant (kDMSPt), and the community DMS yield, which is the fraction of DMSPt consumed
that is converted into DMS:
GPDMS ¼ DMSPt½  · kDMSPt · Y t (2)
The DMS production rate resulting from dissolved DMSP (DMSPd) metabolism is expressed with the
analogous equation:
DPDMS ¼ DMSPd½  · kDMSPd · Yd (3)
where [DMSPd] is operationally deﬁned by the DMSP passing through a pore ﬁlter (0.2μm) or a GF/F (0.7μm
nominal pore size) depending on the study, kDMSPd is the microbial DMSPd consumption rate constant, and
Yd is the corresponding dissolved-phase DMS yield. By deﬁnition, DPDMS cannot exceed GPDMS in a given
water sample. Variable units and measurement techniques are summarized in Table 1, and a schematic of the
overall conceptual framework is represented in Figure 1.
[DMSPt] can be expressed as the product of phytoplankton carbon biomass (mol C L1) and the cellular
DMSP quota [mol DMSP-C (mol C)1]. Substituting these variables, we obtain the following:
GPDMS ¼ Biomass½  · DMSPt :Biomass½  · kDMSPt · Y t (4)
Equation (4) splits gross DMS production into four driving factors, separately accounting for (1) phytoplankton
dynamics (biomass); (2) mean DMSP content of the phytoplankton assemblage (DMSP quota); (3) the
strength of the trophic coupling between phytoplankton, microzooplankton, and osmotrophic DMSP
consumers (kDMSPt); and (4) the prevalence of DMS-producing pathways among community-level DMSP
transformations (Yt). These factors are usually ranked high in sensitivity analyses of sulfur ecosystem
models [Vézina, 2004; Vallina et al., 2008; Vogt et al., 2010]. For reasons of data availability, here we will
use Chl to estimate phytoplankton carbon using the relationship of Sathyendranath et al. [2009] and
will report both measured DMSPt:Chl ratios and estimated DMSP-carbon quotas [see review by Stefels
et al., 2007].
Table 1. Variables Deﬁnition, Units, and Corresponding Methods and Referencesa
Variable Abbreviation Units Method or Deﬁnition Reference
DMS production
Gross DMS production GPDMS nmol L
1 d1 Inhibitor (DMDS, MBE) Wolfe and Kiene [1993a]; Simó et al. [2000]
DMSPt to Chl DMSPt:Chl nmol S (μg Chl)1
DMSP-carbon quota CDMSPt:Cphyto mol C (mol C)
1
DMSPt consumption k kDMSPt d
1 Net loss curve Simó et al. [2000]
DMSPp consumption k kDMSPp d
1 Dilution experiments Archer et al. [2001]; Saló et al. [2010]
DMSPt to DMS conversion yield Yt % 100 · GPDMS/([DMSPt] · kDMSPt) Simó et al. [2000]
GPDMS to DMSPt Y*t d
1 GPDMS/[DMSPt] Bailey et al. [2008]
GPDMS to Chl YChl nmol S μg Chl
1 d1 GPDMS/Chl Bailey et al. [2008]
GPDMS to phyto carbon GPDMS-C:Cphyto mol C (mol C)
1 d1 GPDMS/Cphyto This work
DMSPd consumption k kDMSPd d
1 35S-DMSPd loss Kiene and Linn [2000b]
DMSPd to DMS conversion yield Yd %
35S-DMSPd loss + 35S-DMS trapping Kiene and Linn [2000b]
DMS loss
Total DMS loss k kLOSS d
1 kBC + kphoto + kvent This work
Bacterial DMS consumption k kBC d
1 35S-DMS loss Kiene and Linn [2000b]
Inhibitor (DMDS, MBE) Simó et al. [2000]
DMS photolysis k kphoto d
1 35S-DMS loss Toole et al. [2004]
Bulk Kieber et al. [1996]
DMS ventilation k kvent d
1 Flux parameterization See sections 2, 3.1, and 3.4
Eddy covariance
ak refers to ﬁrst-order rate constant.
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DMSP consumption and DMS loss k values have all d1 units but represent different underlying kinetics.
Biological DMSP and DMS consumption have generally been found to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics, as
expected in enzymatic reactions [Wolfe and Kiene, 1993a; Ledyard and Dacey, 1996]. The representation of
DMS or DMSP consumption rates with ﬁrst-order kinetics (rate = [substrate] · k) is a valid simpliﬁcation as long
as, over the budget time scale, [substrate] remains (i) in the more linear portion of the Michaelis-Menten
curve (below the half-saturation concentration) or (ii) close to the initial (“steady state”) concentration at which k
was determined. DMS photolysis is a photosensitized process, whereby absorption of ultraviolet radiation (UVR)
by colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) or nitrate is required to generate the DMS oxidants. In this case,
kphoto is a pseudo ﬁrst-order rate constant that accounts for the concentration of oxidants resulting from
the interaction between photosensitizers, the light ﬁeld, and oxidant scavengers [Bouillon andMiller, 2005]. DMS
ventilation is a surface process, but for simplicity, we assume that the entire UML is exchanging with the
atmosphere over the daily time scale. Dividing gas transfer coefﬁcients (md1) by MLD (m) renders kvent.
3. Methods
3.1. DMS and DMSP Cycling Process Database
A database was assembled from published studies reporting: (i) gross DMS production rates (GPDMS); (ii) rates
or rate constants of biological DMS consumption, plus abiotic DMS loss due to photolysis and ventilation
when available; (iii) dissolved and total DMSP consumption rates and/or rate constants, and/or the
corresponding DMSP-to-DMS conversion yields; and (iv) net DMS change rates in coherent water masses
[supporting information Table S1]. Studies reporting only abiotic DMS losses were not included. Unpublished
data obtained recently by our research group were also included. Since the upper mixed layer is the depth
horizon that regulates ocean-atmosphere exchange, the analysis focused only on UML DMS budgets. All
the process rates or the corresponding ﬁrst-order rate constants (k) were expressed as the UML average
over a 1 day period (after vertical propagation of photolysis when needed [e.g., Galí and Simó, 2010]).
Only biological rates measured in dark incubations were included in the statistical analysis. Note that for
most biological processes, a single daily measurement was assumed to be representative of the entire UML
(90–100% of measurements). This assumption is an unavoidable source of uncertainty in our study due
to the possible existence of vertical and temporal variability within the UML. The limitation is partially overcome
through a thorough assessment of uncertainty in the correlation and regression statistics (section 3.8).
DMS and DMSP cycling rates were matched to simultaneous measurements of environmental variables
(temperature, salinity, MLD, nutrient concentrations, light attenuation coefﬁcients, daily irradiance, and
Chl) when available. When the raw data could not be accessed, we used the G3Data Graph Analyzer open
software to digitize the information contained in ﬁgures (error <2%). Missing SRD data were ﬁlled with
satellite measurements (section 3.5). Missing nitrate data were ﬁlled only in open-ocean regions with
the WOA 2009 climatology (https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/cgi-bin/OC5/WOA09/woa09.pl), roughly doubling
the nitrate data available for statistical analyses. The data set covered a wide range of oceanographic
regimes (Figure 2a), although temperate latitudes and the summer season were over-represented (supporting
information Figure S1 and Table S1).
3.2. Net In Situ DMS Change in Lagrangian Studies
Daily net DMS production (d[DMS]/dt) was calculated in those studies where a coherent water mass had
been sampled over time, including Lagrangian studies and the sampling conducted on two consecutive
days on a monthly basis during 2003–2004 in the Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory [Vila-Costa et al., 2008].
When only one measurement was available per day, d[DMS]/dt was calculated as Δ[DMS]/Δt. If more
measurements were available, d[DMS]/dt was calculated as the slope of the linear regression between
[DMS] and t (days). d[DMS]/dt was divided by [DMS] to obtain kNET (units of d
1; Figure 2b). Note that thus
deﬁned kNET is methodologically independent from simultaneous incubation-derived rates.
3.3. GPDMS Measurements Using the Inhibitor Technique
This approach takes advantage of the fact that in a dark gas-tight bottle, photochemical and physical DMS
removals are eliminated. If bacterial DMS removal is effectively stopped using a speciﬁc inhibitor, the
variation of DMS over time equals GPDMS [equation (1)]. If a dark unamended bottle is incubated in parallel,
the variation of DMS over time corresponds to net biological DMS production rates (NPbioDMS) so that bacterial
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DMS consumption rates can be calculated as BCDMS =GPDMSNPbioDMS. Bacterial DMS consumption rate
constants can be calculated as kBC = BCDMS / [DMS]. Frequently used inhibitor compounds are chloroform
at a concentration of 500 nmol L1, dimethyldisulﬁde at 200 nmol L1, or methyl butyl-ether at 30 μmol L1
[Wolfe and Kiene, 1993b; Simó et al., 2000]. Chloroform was shown to cause overestimation of GPDMS due to
enhanced release of phytoplankton DMSP [Wolfe and Kiene, 1993a; Simó et al., 2000]. Therefore, GPDMS
measured with chloroform inhibition was not included in the meta-analysis. Dark GPDMS rates measured
with the inhibitor technique generally carry a measurement uncertainty <25% [Vila-Costa et al., 2008;
Galí and Simó, 2010; Galí et al., 2011]. Note that GPDMS rates measured using the inhibitor technique account for
all DMS-producing processes occurring in dark incubations, not just bacterial metabolism, and also include
eventual DMSO reduction [Asher et al., 2011].
3.4. kLOSS Measurements
The three rate constants that make up kLOSS [equation (1), Table 1] were obtained as follows: kBC was determined
in unﬁltered water dark incubations using either the 35S-DMS radiotracer or the inhibitor technique described
Figure 2. Summary of gross DMS production rates (GPDMS) and total DMS loss rate constants (kLOSS = kBC + kphoto + kvent)
across contrasting biogeochemical regimes. (a) Geographical distribution of the studies included in the global database
(listed in supporting information Table S1). The colors and symbols refer to the variables obtained from each study and
the corresponding methods (Table 1). (b) Histograms of daily net in situ DMS production (kNET, d
1) in coherent water
masses, and DMS turnover rate constants deduced from gross DMS production (GPDMS/DMS, units of d
1) and total loss
(kLOSS). (c) Gross DMS production vs. DMS concentration. (d) Total DMS loss rate constant vs. DMS concentration. Equal
turnover rate constant lines (d1) are shown on the background of Figure 2c (diagonal dotted lines) and d (horizontal
dotted lines). Different subsets of kLOSS are distinguished in Figures 2b and 2d according to the method used to measure
kBC: inhibitor (DMDS or MBE) or
35S-DMS radiotracer.
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above; kphoto was determined by incubating ﬁltered seawater under full spectrum sunlight and monitoring
bulk DMS or 35S-DMS loss; and kvent was calculated as the quotient between sea-air DMS ﬂux (calculated
with wind-speed ﬂux parameterizations) and MLD. Radiotracer techniques used to measure biological
and photochemical DMS loss are generally assumed to be more precise than bulk methods, although in
the case of photolysis, they have been shown to be equivalent [Toole et al., 2004]. Potential differences
between the inhibitor and the radioisotope methods for measuring kBC [Wolfe and Kiene, 1993a] are the main
source of uncertainty in kLOSS (see section 4.1). The use of different wind-speed DMS ﬂux parameterizations is a
minor source of uncertainty, despite the factor-of-two discrepancies among different models [Lana et al., 2011],
because kvent generally contributes a minor portion of kLOSS (Figure 3). If we assign a (generous) fractional
uncertainty of 50% to each of the three k values, we obtain a propagated uncertainty of 36% for kLOSS.
3.5. Solar Radiation Dose (SRD) Estimation
The SRD index was calculated as the vertical integral of the irradiance proﬁle within the UML [Vallina and
Simó, 2007], from which the following equation is obtained:
SRD ¼ Ed · Kd · MLDð Þ1 · 1 eKd ·MLD
 
(5)
where Ed is the mean daily shortwave irradiance above the water surface (Wm
2), Kd is the attenuation
coefﬁcient (m1) of downwelling photosynthetically available radiation (PAR), and MLD is the mixed layer
depth (m). Average irradiance of the prior 48 h was used when possible, except during ship translation where
the 24 h average was preferred. We used the MLD values provided in each study, which possibly introduced
some noise in the SRD calculation due to the different criteria used to determine MLD. In about one third of
Figure 3. Histograms of the main variables considered in the meta-analysis (Table 1). Black (background): global database. Gray (foreground): stress regime areas
subset (see section 3). IQF stands for interquartile factor, a dispersionmetric deﬁned as the quotient between the third and ﬁrst quartiles (IQF overlaid on the histogram
for stress regime areas). The medians and interquartile ranges are reported in the text. Note the logarithmic x axes.
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the data points used for the statistical analysis, the MLD was available, but either Kd or Ed was missing. In
these cases, the SRD index had to be estimated, combining measured MLDs with Ed and/or Kd deduced
from satellite measurements and a bio-optical model, respectively. Satellite measurements (8-day 9 km
resolution L3bin SeaWiFS images; http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/) of daily PAR were matched to the
database and used to complete the missing Ed measurements. Monthly climatological PAR was used when
8-day data were not available. A conversion factor was calculated by comparing 8-day satellite PAR and in
situ total shortwave irradiance measurements of the meta-analysis database (which showed reasonable
agreement, Pearson’s r = 0.61, p< 1012) and applied to satellite PAR measurements to ensure internal
consistency in the database. The missing Kd values were estimated using the Chl-based bio-optical model
of Morel et al. [2007].
3.6. Identiﬁcation of Stress Regime Areas
Stress regime areas were initially identiﬁed as those regions comprised between the 45°N and 45°S
latitudes where a negative seasonal correlation existed between monthly DMS and Chl concentrations
(supporting information Figure S2). Seasonal correlations (Spearman’s rank correlation) were calculated on
a 1° × 1° pixel grid using the 1998–2009 SeaWiFS Chl climatology and the updated DMS climatology,
following Lana et al. [2012]. The process studies identiﬁed as representative of the stress regime had been
conducted mostly in the subtropical NW Atlantic (Sargasso Sea), the NW Mediterranean Sea, and the
subtropical S Indian Ocean (Figure 2a, supporting information Table S1).
3.7. Monthly Climatology of Subtropical Oligotrophic Gyres
A monthly climatology of Chl, DMSPt, DMS, MLD, and SRD of the more oligotrophic stress regime areas,
mostly corresponding to the cores of the subtropical gyres, was created by selecting the 1° × 1° pixels
displaying (i) negative DMS vs. Chl seasonal correlation signiﬁcant at p< 0.10 level and (ii) annual median
Chl< 0.25mgm3 (supporting information Figure S2). Mixed layer depths (MLD) were obtained from
the MIMOC climatology [Schmidtko et al., 2013] (http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/mimoc/). SRD was calculated
using the satellite data and bio-optical models speciﬁed above. Median monthly DMS, DMSPt Chl, MLD,
and SRD were calculated for each selected pixel and month, and the global median and interquartile range
were ﬁnally calculated for each month using all the available monthly pixel medians. Note that DMS and
DMSPt data used to compute monthly medians were directly obtained from the public sea-surface DMS
database (http://saga.pmel.noaa.gov/dms/) so that the number of monthly pixel medians available ranged
34–184 for DMS and 3–41 for DMSPt. When needed, DMSPt was calculated as the sum of particulate
and dissolved DMSP in each sample. Only measurements at depths shallower than 10m were used, since
this is the shallowest MLD in the MIMOC climatology [Schmidtko et al., 2013].
3.8. Statistical Descriptors and Analyses
The variables of the meta-analysis had different probability distributions, generally ranging from roughly
normal to roughly lognormal (Figure 3). We report medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) throughout
and use preferentially non-parametric statistics to avoid the need for assessing statistical distributions.
The relationship between environmental and sulfur cycling variables was assessed using the
non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation coefﬁcient (although the Pearson correlation coefﬁcient was
occasionally used). Conﬁdence intervals (CI) for the correlation coefﬁcients were calculated by
bootstrapping (n= 2000) using the function “bootci” (Matlab® R2013b). Bootstrapped CIs have been
shown to provide more robust assessments of statistical signiﬁcance than classical hypothesis testing
based on p-values [Erceg-Hurn and Mirosevich, 2008]. As an additional test, the correlations and CIs were
re-calculated after contaminating the data with a normally distributed random noise of progressively
increasing magnitude (supporting information Table S2). This exercise indicated that most correlations
remained signiﬁcant at the 99% CI level if a random error of at least 30% was added.
A resampling approach was also taken to estimate the fraction of gross DMS production arising from
dissolved DMSP metabolism (Fd). Fd was calculated as
Fd ¼ f · kDMSPd · Yd= kDMSPt · Y tð Þ (6)
where f= [DMSPd]/[DMSPt]. The “randsample” function (Matlab® R2013b) was used to resample the measured
kDMSPd, Yd, kDMSPt, and Yt. Ten thousand random combinations were used to calculate the probability
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distribution of Fd under two assumptions: f = 0.05 and f= 0.20. These values were chosen according to Kiene
and Slezak [2006, Figure 6] and represent upper limits of dissolved DMSP fractions (f) in Phaeocystis-dominated
Ross Seawaters and picoplankton-dominated summer Sargasso Seawaters, respectively. Thus, the corresponding
Fd likely represent upper limits too.
Quantile regression [Koenker and Bassett, 1978] was used to determine the conditional distribution of sulfur
cycling variables with respect to environmental variables, focusing on SRD. This technique depicts the shifting
distribution of the y variable with respect to x for a given y–x functional relationship, thereby assessing the
trends in centrality and dispersion statistics simultaneously. Linear conditional quantile functions were
calculated in 5% increments between the 5% and 95% quantiles. The standard error at 95% conﬁdence level of
the quantile slopes and intercepts was obtained by bootstrapping (n=1000).
3.9. Steady State UML DMS Budget Model Optimization and Skill Metrics
Constrained nonlinear optimization [Glover et al., 2011] was used to explore the predictive power of the
minimal steady state DMS budget model. To this end, community DMS yields and kLOSS were expressed as
a function of SRD, while DMSPt was prescribed from real data. Three DMS-DMSPt-Chl-SRD time series
representative of stress regime areas were used for model optimization: the Dacey et al. [1998] study in the
Sargasso Sea (1992–1994), for which the original biweekly and depth-resolved measurements were
monthly averaged within the UML; the surface DMS(P) measurements conducted with (at least) monthly
frequency in the Blanes Bay Microbial Observatory (BBMO) between 2003–2004 [Vila-Costa et al., 2008] and
2008–2010 [see methods in Galí et al., 2013a]; and a monthly DMS climatology of the oligotrophic gyre
cores (section 3.7). We underline that these numerical experiments were designed to complement our
observations-based meta-analysis. A complete evaluation of all the sulfur cycling processes and their
interactions in the multidimensional environmental variable space would require the use of fully coupled
ocean circulation and ecosystem models, which is beyond the scope of this study.
The equation parameters deﬁning the SRD dependence of community DMS yields and kLOSS (supporting
information Table S3) were iteratively optimized to obtain the best ﬁt between modeled and observed
DMS. The “fmincon” function (Matlab® R2013b) was used to ﬁnd a constrained (local) minimum of the
cost function, deﬁned as the sum of squared residuals (modeled minus measured DMS). The results of the
median (50% quantile) regression were used as the initial estimate of the model parameters (slopes and
intercepts in linear equations), and the parameter bounds were set to the ﬁrst and third quartiles. Note that
when yields and kLOSS are simultaneously optimized (see section 4.5), there are potentially inﬁnite solutions
that can satisfy the error tolerance threshold. Therefore, inequality constraints were deﬁned for each
parameter as the maximum range spanned by the ﬁrst and third quartile regression lines within the SRD
range observed in each time series. The default trust-region-reﬂective algorithm was used and generally
converged within a few tens of cost function evaluations. The goodness of model-data ﬁts was evaluated
using different statistics (Table 2): the coefﬁcient of determination (R2), the relative bias (rbias), and the
relative (mean-normalized) root mean squared error (rRMSE) [Glover et al., 2011].
4. Results
4.1. Macroscale Patterns in DMS Budgets
Gross DMS production rates measured with the inhibitor technique spanned two orders of magnitude,
between 0.25 and 42nmol L1 d1 (Figure 2c). Total DMS loss rates, calculated as [DMS] · kLOSS, spanned
0.19–18nmol L1d1 (Figure 2d). DMS turnover rate constants (kLOSS) were generally >0.25d
1 (Figures 2b–2d)
or, what is equivalent, turnover times (τ) <4days. The magnitude of τ has important implications: it tells us that
the rather smooth [DMS] seasonality observed at different locations [Dacey et al., 1998; Vila-Costa et al.,
2008; this study] does not result from progressive DMS accumulation or loss over months, but from
a dynamic equilibrium between production rates and consumption rate constants at the time scale of
days. In other words, [DMS] will respond quickly to a perturbation in its controlling variables [equation (1)]
due to ecological or physical dynamics. Unfortunately, very few studies exist where sources and sinks
were measured simultaneously (supporting information Table S1) [e.g., Merzouk et al., 2006; Galí and Simó,
2010]. Therefore, in the following paragraphs, we will analyze separately the control exerted by GPDMS and
kLOSS on DMS concentrations by means of statistical inference.
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This analysis can be simpliﬁed by assuming that [DMS] is at steady state, d[DMS]/dt=0. Substituting in
equation (1) and rearranging, we obtain the following:
DMS½  ¼ GPDMS=kLOSS (7)
Equation (7) tells us that the GPDMS/kLOSS quotient controls steady state [DMS]. Steady state is a reasonable
assumption as long as τ is much smaller than the time scale of variability we want to resolve (half a year
if we assume unimodal DMS seasonality). In our case, τ ≤ 4 days<< 180 days. The validity of the steady state
assumption can be tested by meta-analysis of temporal DMS evolution in coherent (Lagrangian) water
masses. As illustrated in Figure 2b, daily net DMS production is typically around zero, which implies
GPDMS ≈ [DMS] · kLOSS, except for particular conditions of thick phytoplankton bloom burst or decay. More
precisely, kNET has a median of 0.03 d
1, with an interquartile range (IQR) of 0.10–0.12 d1 (n= 111).
Net DMS change is smaller than ±25% of the UML stock per day in 72% of the observations, which indicates
that assuming steady state [DMS] over the daily scale carries an unbiased error of magnitude comparable
to typical GPDMS or kLOSS measurement uncertainties. As a corollary to these results, Figure 4 shows that
kNET is uncorrelated to SRD and thus introduces no seasonal bias regarding the steady state assumption
(see also supporting information Figure S3).
Figure 2c shows that measured GPDMS is strongly correlated to in situ DMS concentrations [Spearman’s
r= 0.74, p< 1023, 99% conﬁdence interval (CI) = 0.53–0.84, n= 159]. However, kLOSS is not signiﬁcantly
correlated to in situ [DMS] (Figure 2d; Spearman’s r =0.16, p = 0.18, n = 70). DMS turnover time calculated
as τ = [DMS] / GPDMS has a median of 1.15 days and is constrained around an interquartile range (IQR)
of 0.7–2.1 days (Figure 2b). This is a remarkably narrow range considering that DMS and Chl concentrations
span more than two orders of magnitude. Turnover times calculated from total DMS loss as τ = 1 / kLOSS
spread over a similar IQR of 1.0–2.3 days (Figures 2b and 3i), although their median is 40% larger (1.6 days).
We will now examine the data subset comprising the oligotrophic subtropical gyres and the Mediterranean
Sea, which will be referred to as stress regime areas hereafter (section 3 and supporting information
Figure S2). In this subset, a strong relationship is again observed between [DMS] and GPDMS (Spearman’s
r= 0.74, p< 1013, 99% CI = 0.56–0.84, n= 76) but not between [DMS] and kLOSS (Spearman’s r = 0.03,
p= 0.88, n= 34). These observations, together with the validation of the steady state assumption, support
the notion that GPDMS drives large-scale [DMS] variability across ocean biomes, and particularly in stress
regime areas.
Similar kLOSS vs. [DMS] relationships arise when kLOSS is split in two subsets according to the methods used
(Figure 2d): one subset where kBC had been measured with
35S-DMS radiotracer additions (Spearman’s
r=0.17, p=0.38, n= 29) and the other where kBC had been measured with the use of competitive inhibitors
(Spearman’s r=0.18, p=0.27, n=41). This may indicate that these two approaches are consistent enough
for the purpose of this analysis, although kLOSS is somewhat higher in samples where kBC was measured
with inhibitor methods (median 0.66 d1) compared to those where kBC was measured with radioisotope
(median 0.56 d1).
4.2. Factors Underlying Gross DMS Production
GPDMS is positively correlated to [DMSPt] both in the entire database (Spearman’s r=0.71, p< 10
19; Pearson’s
r=0.64, p< 1015, n= 125) and in stress regime areas (Spearman’s r= 0.51, p< 105; Pearson’s r = 0.50,
p< 105, n = 76). Yet, the fact that 59% and 75% of the variance in GPDMS remain unexplained in the global
database and stress regime subset, respectively, points at the crucial role of food web DMSP transformations.
Indeed, GPDMS results from the addition of countless processes, including phytoplankton DMS leakage
upon intracellular DMSP cleavage, and extracellular cleavage by algal and bacterial enzymes of the DMSP
released through microzooplankton grazing, viral lysis, cell death, or active phytoplankton release. No
methods have been established to measure these processes independently on a routine basis, and they are
therefore poorly constrained [Vézina, 2004; Six and Maier-Reimer, 2006; Vogt et al., 2010]. In our analysis,
these transformations are embodied in DMSPt consumption k values and DMS yields, for which a small but
sufﬁcient number of observations exists.
In the global database, we ﬁnd a median for total DMSPt consumption rate constant (kDMSPt) of 0.67 d
1,
with an IQR of 0.51–1.10 d1 (n= 68). Very similar values are found in the stress regime subset (n= 48;
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Figure 3e). The few available data on particulate DMSP consumption due to grazing (kDMSPp), as deduced
from dilution experiments (Table 1), display a median of 0.52 d1 (IQR 0.42–0.69 d1; n = 28). The ﬁgures
encountered for kDMSPt and kDMSPp are highly consistent with phytoplankton growth rates (~0.7 d
1) and
mortality rates due to microzooplankton grazing (~0.45 d1), respectively, measured in temperate and
tropical oceans [Calbet and Landry, 2004]. At steady state, kDMSPt must be compensated by phytoplankton
growth rates of similar magnitude, provided that the cell-associated DMSP pool is recycled at a similar
pace than total phytoplankton carbon [Stefels et al., 2007]. This indicates that DMSP turnover is strongly
linked to herbivore microzooplankton grazing, generally recognized as the dominant fate of phytoplankton
cells [Calbet and Landry, 2004].
Community DMS yields (Yt) have a median of 14% in the global database (IQR 7–28%; n=68), with extremely
similar ﬁgures in the stress regime subset (Figure 3f), conﬁrming that non-DMS-producing pathways are the
dominant fate of consumed DMSPt. Due to the limited number of Yt measurements available, we also
explored the quotient GPDMS:DMSPt (d
1), here noted as Y*t, which was recently proposed as an alternative
metric of community DMS yields [Bailey et al., 2008; Herrmann et al., 2012]. Y*t is dimensionally equivalent to
kDMSPt · Yt (units of d
1) so that equation (2) can be rewritten as follows:
GPDMS ¼ DMSPt½  · Yt (8)
A median Y*t of 0.10 d
1 (0.066–0.16 d1; n = 124) is found in the ensemble of the database, with almost
identical values in the stress regime subset (n = 54).
It has to be underlined that community DMS yields (Yt) account for DMSP transformations occurring in the
particulate and the dissolved phase, thus pooling together processes occurring through different pathways,
microorganisms, and characteristic time scales [Simó, 2004]. The distinction between community and
dissolved (Yd) yields is sometimes unclear in the literature. Focusing now on dissolved-phase processes, we
Figure 4. Spearman’s rank correlation coefﬁcients between DMS(P) cycling and environmental variables. (a) solar radiation dose (SRD) index; (b) nitrate + nitrite
concentration. Correlation coefﬁcients are represented by stars if signiﬁcant at p< 0.01 level, or by squares otherwise. Bars: conﬁdence intervals (CI) of the
correlation coefﬁcient calculated by bootstrapping (n = 2000). Black: global database; gray: stress regime areas subset. The inner portion represents the 95% CI,
and the outer portion (lighter color) the 99% CI. Numbers below each bar show sample n. Bootstrapped CIs provide a more stringent signiﬁcance criterion than
p-values (signiﬁcant CIs being those that do not include zero). Correlations with other variables are shown in supporting information Figure S3. See also supporting
information Table S2. Note that Spearman correlations of Chl- or carbon-normalized DMSPt and GPDMS are the same because phytoplankton carbon was calculated as a
monotonic function of Chl.
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observe that DMSPd turns over about
three times faster than DMSPt, with a
median of 2.1d1 (IQR 1.39–3.55 d1;
n=136) (Figure 3g). Dissolved DMS
yields Yd are typically low, with a
median of 8.5% (IQR 6.4–14.4%; n=99),
indicating that the sulfur fraction of
DMSP is mostly assimilated into
microbial biomass or oxidized to
non-volatile compounds [Kiene and
Linn, 2000b; Moran et al., 2012].
If we take the medians of total and
dissolved k values and yields and
assume that DMSPd/DMSPt is 0.10
[f in equation (6)], it turns out that only
a median 20% of GPDMS arises from
dissolved DMSP transformations.
To illustrate more thoroughly the
variability in the DPDMS/GPDMS
fraction [Fd in equation (6)], we took
a probabilistic approach. To
overcome the fact that total and
dissolved DMSP transformations
were almost never simultaneously
measured, we assumed that any kDMSPt, kDMSPd,Yt, and Yd present in the database could randomly co-occur
and calculated the corresponding Fd (DPDMS/GPDMS) frequency distributions (section 3.8). Figure 5 shows
the distributions deduced under this assumption and in two distinct scenarios, where DMSPd accounts
for either 5% or 20% of DMSPt [Kiene and Slezak, 2006]. In the ﬁrst scenario, around 10–15% of GPDMS will
arise from DMSPd, increasing to 20–30% in the second scenario. Although particulate DMSP (DMSPp) k’s
and yields were not explicitly included in the budget equation (Figure 1) due to limited data availability, this
analysis suggests that particulate-phase DMS production (GPDMSDPDMS=[DMSPp] kDMSPpYp) contributes the
majority of gross DMS production.
4.3. Drivers of Gross DMS Production
4.3.1. Drivers of Phytoplankton DMSP Content
DMSPt:Chl ratios have a median of 65 nmolμg1 (IQR 35–128nmolμg1, n=311) in the global database. In
stress regime areas, their distribution is left skewed (Figure 3b), with a median (IQR) of 122 (61–233nmolμg1,
n=129). Corresponding DMSP-C quotas have a median (IQR) of 0.048 (0.028–0.068) in the global database
and 0.055 (0.031–0.072) in the stress regime subset, with an overall range of 0.005–0.21. These estimates
represent lower limits since the Chl-to-C conversion method we used provides upper limits for phytoplankton
carbon [Sathyendranath et al., 2009]. On the other hand, some DMSP may be found in the dissolved phase
and in zooplankton [Besiktepe et al., 2004] and bacterial biomass [Kiene and Linn, 2000b], which compensates
the underestimation of the quota due to the Chl-to-C conversion. Thus, calculated DMSP-C quotas are overall
consistent with the range measured in phytoplankton cultures [Stefels et al., 2007], although a large uncertainty
may affect individual estimates.
DMSPt:Chl displays a positive correlation with SRD and a negative correlation with NO3+NO2 concentrations
(Figure 4, supporting information Figure S3). In stress regime areas, the quantile regression captures the
positive trend of DMSPt:Chl and also an increase in the dispersion as SRD increases (Figure 6a). A similar and
tighter trend arises when the DMSP-carbon quota is plotted against SRD (Figure 6b). If we considered that SRD
increases from 40Wm2 to 200Wm2 fromwinter to summer, the approximately eightfold change of DMSPt:Chl
deduced from the quantile regression would correspond to a three- to fourfold change in DMSP-carbon cell
quotas, which reﬂects the decrease in Chl-to-C ratios toward summer (Figure 6b). These trends are consistent with
the underlying processes generally assumed to regulate DMSP concentrations: phytoplankton succession toward
Figure 5. Proportion of gross DMS production channeled through dissolved
DMSP (DPDMS/GPDMS). Probability distributions deduced through random
resampling (n = 10,000; see section 3) under the assumption that dissolved-
to-total DMSP ratio is either (a) 0.05 or (b) 0.20 (see sections 2 and 3.8).
Dashed black line: global database. Gray line: stress regime areas subset.
Medians and means of each distribution are indicated with vertical lines.
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strong DMSP producers (haptophytes, dinoﬂagellates, chrysophytes, or pelagophytes) in high light and
stratiﬁed environments and, perhaps, physiological up-regulation of intracellular DMSP quotas in the face
of environmental stress [Sunda et al., 2002; Stefels et al., 2007]. Work is underway to better understand the
environmental controls on DMSPt using much larger data sets (http://saga.pmel.noaa.gov/dms/).
4.3.2. Drivers of DMSP-to-DMS Conversion
Total DMSP consumption rate constants (kDMSPt) showweak and non-signiﬁcant correlations with environmental
variables (Figure 4, supporting information Figure S3). This suggests that variations in DMSPt turnover
speed generally play a secondary role in setting seasonal and spatial DMS patterns. DMSPd consumption
rate constants (kDMSPd) display signiﬁcant correlations with salinity (negative) and Chl (positive). This
points to faster DMSPd turnover in productive environments characterized by salinity-driven stratiﬁcation
such as some subpolar and polar regions [Levasseur, 2013], where DMSPd metabolism can potentially
contribute a more relevant share of GPDMS than in prevailing global oceanic conditions (Figure 5). No clear
relationship is found between kDMSPd and SRD.
Community DMS yields (Yt) show a consistent covariation with environmental variables (Figure 4, supporting
information Figure S3), particularly in stress regime areas, where Yt displays signiﬁcant positive correlations with
SRD and SST and negative correlations with NO3+NO2, Chl, and the “Days to Summer Solstice” (“D2SS”; a
seasonal marker that decreases as the date approaches the summer solstice). Of the above relationships, only
Figure 6. Relationship between DMS(P) cycling variables and the solar radiation dose (SRD) index in stress regime areas. The results of the quantile regression are
shown for the ﬁrst and third quartiles (outer thin black lines) and for the median (inner thick black line). Seasonal medians and their interquartile ranges are
shown in different colors for illustrative purposes only (not used in regressions), with symbol size proportional to n. Note that not all variables were measured in
all samples, which causes the median seasonal SRD to move from one plot to another (especially in variables with small n). See also supporting information
Figures S4 and S5.
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those between Yt and SRD and D2SS remain signiﬁcant in the global database, reinforcing the view that similar
irradiance-related processes inﬂuence community DMS yields across ocean regimes.
In stress regime areas, Yt typically doubles from a median of 6.5 (IQR 1.7–12%) at an SRD of 40Wm
2 to
15 (9.9–31%) at an SRD of 200Wm2 (Figure 6f ). Y*t, calculated as GPDMS:DMSPt, displays similar although
weaker relationships with environmental variables, and for the same winter-to-summer SRD range, it
increases from 0.070 (IQR 0.046–0.11 d1) to 0.12 (0.074–0.18 d1) (Figure 6g). These observations argue
against the constancy of Y*t, which was proposed to be constrained around 0.06 ± 0.01 d
1 [Herrmann
et al., 2012]. The slightly weaker response of Y*t (Figure 6g) to SRD compared to Yt seems to result from the slightly
negative slope of kDMSPt vs. SRD, which counteracts the positive Yt trend (remember that Y*t≈ kDMSPt · Yt).
Another variable that is worth exploring here is the GPDMS:Chl ratio, which we will note as YChl. This ratio
allows an even more simpliﬁed expression of gross DMS production:
GPDMS ¼ Chl½  · YChl (9)
Across the same SRD range as above, median (IQR) YChl increases from 2.3 (0.6–6.1) to 19 (11–40) nmol DMS
d1 (μg Chl)1 in stress regime areas (Figure 6c). It is also interesting to calculate the quotient between
GPDMS (in carbon units) to phytoplankton carbon (Table 1). This calculation indicates that the portion of
phytoplankton carbon cycled daily through DMS production increases from about 0.06% in winter to
0.3% in summer in stress regime areas, eventually exceeding 1% at SRD> 180Wm2 (Figure 6d). The
linear ﬁts to the ﬁrst and third quartiles of community DMS yields (expressed as Yt or Y*t) display positive
relationships with SRD: as SRD increases, the uncertainty envelopes also show positive trends. The quantile
regression results are extended in supporting information Figure S4 to all 5% quantile intervals. The trends
of the variables shown in Figure 6 are also displayed after binning each y variable with respect to SRD in
supporting information Figure S5, lending further support to the patterns encountered.
4.4. Drivers of Total DMS Loss
Total DMS loss rate constants (kLOSS) are calculated as kBC + kphoto + kvent (Table 1). kBC has a median of 0.37
(IQR 0.15–0.77 d1; n= 196), with similar statistics of 0.34 (0.12–0.66 d1; n= 95) in stress regime areas
(Figure 3j). Stress regime areas hold signiﬁcant correlations between kBC and NO3 +NO2 and Chl (positive),
and between kBC and SRD and SST (negative). Thus, kBC decreases toward oligotrophic and highly irradiated
waters. Only the correlations with SRD and Chl remain signiﬁcant (as well as of the same sign) when analyzed
on the global data set, again pointing at the key role of sunlight exposure [Toole et al., 2006].
Abiotic DMS losses generally represent minor sinks compared to bacterial consumption, with a median (IQR)
of 0.13 (0.073–0.23 d1; n= 66) for kphoto and 0.050 (0.024–0.12 d
1; n=120) for kvent in the global data set,
and similar ﬁgures in stress regime areas (Figure 3). In general terms, the variations in kphoto and kvent resulting
from environmental forcing are better mechanistically described than those of biological DMS removal. Since
DMS photolysis is a photosensitized process, changes in photosensitizer concentration (CDOM or nitrate)
and photoreactivity (in the case of CDOM) can alter DMS photolysis quantum yields [Bouillon and Miller, 2004;
Toole et al., 2003; Taalba et al., 2013]. Our observations of signiﬁcant relationships between kphoto and SRD
(Figures 4 and 6, supporting information Figures S3–S5) indicate that eventual variations in photolysis
quantum yields are overridden by the large seasonal variations in shortwave UVR exposure within the UML
[Toole et al., 2003]. Since volumetric ventilation (kvent) was calculated by dividing interfacial DMS transfer
coefﬁcients (md1) by MLD (m), a strong negative covariation with MLD was expected, thus a positive
covariation with SRD. Mean daily wind speeds in the database are estimated at 6.6 ± 3.5m s1, well within
global-ocean estimates for wind speed statistical distribution [Monahan, 2006]. Strong wind conditions
(>10m s1) are underrepresented, which may strengthen the kvent-MLD covariation. Note, however, that
strong winds are often associated with deepening MLD, which will decrease kvent [e.g., Simó and Pedrós-Alió,
1999b; Yang et al., 2013]. The signiﬁcant relationship between kvent and SST reﬂects, besides upper-ocean
stratiﬁcation, the positive effect of temperature on DMS diffusivity.
DMS budget studies done in contrasting environments show that abiotic DMS sinks take over biological DMS
consumption as the UML shoals [Toole et al., 2006; Galí and Simó, 2010]. This may explain the relatively small
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variability in DMS turnover times and the small change in kLOSS with increasing SRD (Figure 6). In stress
regime areas, the median regression predicts that at SRD= 40Wm2, kBC, kphoto, and kvent will account for
88%, 8%, and 4% of total DMS loss, respectively (with kLOSS = 0.66 d
1); at SRD=200Wm2, kBC, kphoto, and
kvent will account for 50%, 34%, and 16% of total DMS loss, respectively (kLOSS = 0.55 d
1). Some regions could
depart from this big (and rough) picture, for example, the Southern Ocean, where stronger-than-average
winds prevail [Monahan, 2006]. Recently, Yang et al. [2013] calculated abiotic DMS rate constants in a
Southern Ocean (“bloom regime”) Lagrangian study. They estimated that despite moderate-to-high wind
speeds, abiotic DMS loss (photolysis, ventilation, and mixing) represented at most 20% of kLOSS. Since we
estimate that SRD was 30–40Wm2 during Yang et al.’s study (MLD= 50), their ﬁgures agree with our
predicted ranges.
Figure 7. Illustration of the minimal steady state budget model optimized to predict DMS seasonality in stress regime areas. (a) Idealized seasonality of DMS and its
drivers. The temporal mismatch between DMS and DMSPt and the magnitude of DMS seasonality are modulated by SRD-dependent Y*t and kLOSS. A stronger
positive (negative) SRD dependence of Y*t (kLOSS) enhances the summer DMS peak (vertical dotted lines) and delays it with respect to the Chl and DMSPt peaks. DMS
has been normalized to its minimum, and the remainder variables to their respective maximum. (b, c, and d) SRD dependence of Y*t , YChl, and kLOSS. Black line:
median regression line (as in Figure 4) with the ﬁrst and third quartiles depicted by the gray areas. Red and purple lines: SRD dependence of each variable after
optimization for different sites. DMS, DMSPt, Chl, and SRD time series are shown for (e) the ensemble of the oligotrophic gyres (dashed line), (f ) the Sargasso Sea
(dash-dotted line), and (g) BBMO in the NW Mediterranean (solid line). The texture of the DMS line in Figures 7e–7g corresponds to the optimized SRD dependence
of the (b and c) yields and (d) kLOSS. Colored areas represent the interquartile range for each month in Figure 7e and the standard deviation within the UML for each
month in Figure 7f. Measurements at BBMO generally had monthly frequency, so no means and standard deviations are calculated.
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4.5. A Minimal Steady State UML Model
To further understand the control of DMS sources and sinks on DMS seasonality, a number of numerical
experiments were performed using the output of the quantile regression and three time series of
[DMS] measurements representative of the stress regime: the multi-year studies in the Sargasso Sea
(Hydrostation-S of the Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study, BATS) and the NW Mediterranean Sea [Blanes
Bay Microbial Observatory (BBMO)], and a monthly climatology of the subtropical oligotrophic gyre cores
(see section 3.7).
In a ﬁrst set of experiments, [DMS] was predicted in each time series from concurrently measured DMSPt and
SRD using the following expression:
DMS½  ¼ DMSPt½  · Yt=kLOSS (10)
where Y*t and kLOSS were expressed as a linear function of SRD. This allowed us to assess how SRD modulates
the timing and the magnitude of the decoupling between [DMS] and [DMSPt] (Figure 7a). The initial model
parameters, directly derived from the quantile regression (model mDMSP0), were subsequently optimized to
obtain the best ﬁt to observed DMS in each time series (mDMSP1–mDMSP4; Figures 7b–7d, Table 2, and
supporting information Table S3). The initial model (mDMSP0) explained 47–55% of [DMS] variability,
increasing to 50–63% after optimization (mDMSP1) with general improvements in the other model skill
Table 2. Skill Metrics of Minimal UML Steady State Models Optimized for DMS Prediction in Stress Regime Areasa
Model
Oligotrophic Gyres Sargasso Sea Mediterranean Sea
rbias rRMSE R2 rbias rRMSE R2 rbias rRMSE R2
DMSPt-based models [equation (10)]
mDMSP0. Initial Y*t and kLOSS 0.06 0.41 0.48 0.43 0.62 0.47 0.11 0.73 0.55
mDMSP1. Optim. Y*t and kLOSS 0.11 0.36 0.50 0.08 0.46 0.50 0.05 0.66 0.60
mDMSP2. Optim. Y*t, constant kLOSS 0.10 0.37 0.46 0.07 0.47 0.44 0.04 0.71 0.53
mDMSP3. Optim. kLOSS, constant Y*t 0.09 0.37 0.41 0.26 0.55 0.35 0.04 0.74 0.49
mDMSP4. Constant Y*t and kLOSS 0.08 0.41 0.21 0.21 0.59 0.17 0.08 0.88 0.29
Chl-based models [equation (11)]
mCHL0. Initial YChl and kLOSS 0.33 0.51 0.50 0.47 0.70 0.28 2.14 3.23 0.17
mCHL1. Optim. linear YChl 0.05 0.28 0.59 0.14 0.53 0.42 0.23 1.12 0.21
mCHL2. Optim. power YChl 0.05 0.28 0.61 0.15 0.50 0.51 0.17 0.98 0.18
mCHL3. Optim. quadratic YChl 0.06 0.28 0.66 0.17 0.48 0.56 0.11 1.05 0.21
aBest model-data ﬁts for each time series are marked in bold. All variables (Y*t, YChl, and kLOSS) are expressed as a linear function of SRD (y = a + b · SRD) unless
otherwise noted in column 1 (last two rows). Power functions: YChl = a + b · SRD
c; quadratic functions: YChl = a + b · SRD + c · SRD
2.
Table 3. Winter-to-Summer Changes in SRD and DMSPt, and Corresponding Changes in Y*t, GPDMS, and kLOSS in the
Upper Mixed Layer Deduced From the SRD-Forced Modela
Oligotrophic Gyres Sargasso Sea Mediterranean Sea
SRD DJF 63 ± 5 18 ± 6 30 ± 18
JJA 170 ± 13 184 ± 15 233 ± 47
DMSPt DJF 8.4 ± 4.3 6.5 ± 3.0 12.8 ± 11.6
JJA 13.4 ± 5.0 10.7 ± 2.3 28.6 ± 12.9
Change factor 1.6 1.7 2.2
Y*t DJF 0.072 ± 0.001 0.096 ± 0.002 0.064 ± 0.007
JJA 0.091 ± 0.002 0.146 ± 0.004 0.148 ± 0.019
Change factor 1.3 1.5 2.3
GPDMS DJF 0.61 ± 0.32 0.62 ± 0.29 0.81 ± 0.71
JJA 1.25 ± 0.48 1.56 ± 0.36 4.27 ± 2.10
Change factor 2.1 2.5 5.3
kLOSS DJF 0.73 ± 0.01 0.66 ± 0.01 0.99 ± 0.03
JJA 0.56 ± 0.02 0.40 ± 0.02 0.67 ± 0.08
Change factor 1.3 1.7 1.5
aWinter and summer values are December–January–February (DJF) and June–July–August (JJA) means ± standard
deviation, respectively. SRD has Wm2 units. Other units as in Table 1.
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metrics. The same model was optimized but now constraining either Y*t or kLOSS to be constant (i.e.,
slope = 0). As a result, the predictions degraded, with better results with a constant kLOSS (mDMSP2) than
with a constant Y*t (mDMSP3). Further degradation of the predictions was observed when both Y*t and
kLOSS were held constant (mDMSP4). These results suggest that seasonally variable Y*t and kLOSS are both
required to obtain a realistic DMS-DMSPt decoupling and that expressing Y*t and kLOSS as a linear function
of SRD can explain most of the [DMS] variability not accounted for by [DMSPt].
In a second set of numerical experiments named mCHL0–mCHL3, [DMS] was predicted from measured [Chl]
and SRD using the following expression:
DMS½  ¼ Chl½  · YChl=kLOSS; (11)
thus, bypassing DMSPt and omitting the taxonomic information it carries. The initial parameters (mCHL0)
provided reasonable predictions in the Sargasso Sea and the ensemble of oligotrophic gyres, but poorer
model-data ﬁts at the BBMO site. This time, the SRD dependence of kLOSS was ﬁxed using the output of the
prior optimization (mDMSP1; see section 3), and the SRD dependence of YChl was optimized using linear and
nonlinear functions. A quadratic YChl vs. SRD function (mCHL3) generally produced the best ﬁts (Table 2).
YChl-based models overestimated [DMS] when elevated SRD and [Chl] co-occurred, which explains the
poorer ﬁt at BBMO, a coastal location with higher [Chl] variability than open-ocean locations (Figure 7g).
Nevertheless, themodel captured the interannual variability in peak DMS concentrations due to the combination
of [Chl] and SRD as predictor variables, which would not be possible using SRD as the sole predictor.
Table 3 shows that modeled GPDMS increased by two- to ﬁvefold between winter and summer months.
Besides variations in phytoplankton biomass and their DMSP quota, this was due to an increase of Y*t
by a factor of 1.3–2.3, mirrored by a 1.3–1.7 fold decrease in kLOSS. The negative relationship between kLOSS and
SRD in stress regime areas is not identiﬁed by the quantile regression analysis. This is possibly due to the small
amount of kLOSS measurements, which is limited by kphoto measurements. Instead, a slightly negative kLOSS vs.
SRD trend is obtained when kLOSS is calculated by adding the kBC, kphoto, and kvent median regression lines
(Figures 6i–6k), which show more robust relationships with SRD (Figure 4). The increase (decrease) of GPDMS
(kLOSS) toward summer implied by the optimization experiments, as well as their different magnitudes
among sites, is consistent with previous observations at BBMO [Vila-Costa et al., 2008] and diagnostic
model results in the Sargasso Sea [Toole et al., 2008].
5. Discussion
The results of the meta-analysis portray a seasonal DMS trend driven mostly by DMS production processes
(Figure 2). In stress regime areas, the concerted increase of phytoplankton DMSP quotas and community DMS
yields toward summer (Table 3) overcomes the low summertime phytoplankton biomass to produce the
summer paradox (Figure 7). A concomitant decrease in microbial DMS loss (kBC) toward summer is a
third important factor allowing the summer paradox to occur. However, this effect is counteracted by a
simultaneous increase of abiotic DMS loss (kphoto + kvent), which buffers the seasonal variations of total
DMS loss rate constant kLOSS (Figures 4 and 6). Our analysis indicates that similar seasonal variations of the
biotic factors may occur in bloom regime areas (Figure 4), where they will add to a phytoplankton phenology
that is already favorable to the summer DMS peak. Extremely high DMS concentrations of some tens of nmol L1
can only build up when large GPDMS co-occurs with small kLOSS, a transient situation that has been observed
in the Ross Sea at the onset of large Phaeocystis blooms [Del Valle et al., 2009] or in purposeful iron fertilization
experiments [Merzouk et al., 2006] (data points at the lower right corner in Figure 2d).
Both light stress and nutrient limitation have been invoked to explain the decoupling between DMS and
DMSPt through DMS yields, but since these environmental factors generally vary in concert, their effects on
plankton cannot be separated. There is experimental evidence that phytoplankton increase their DMS
production rates upon increased exposure to UVR [Sunda et al., 2002; Archer et al., 2010] and their synergistic
effects with nitrogen limitation [Sunda et al., 2007]. In concordance, the implementation of light-mediated
“phytoplankton” DMS release in sulfur cycling models has proved critical to better predict the summer
paradox [Toole et al., 2008; Vallina et al., 2008; Vogt et al., 2010]. Heterotrophic bacteria have been suggested
to increase their DMS yields (Yd) from released DMSP when photoinhibition or nutrient scarcity limits their
sulfur demands [Kiene et al., 2000]. This hypothesis is supported by ﬁeld studies conducted during strong
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bloom events [Merzouk et al., 2006; Steiner and Denman, 2008], but meta-analysis of observations does not
show any clear dependence of Yd on SRD or season (Figure 4) [Lizotte et al., 2012]. Rather it is DMSP-sulfur
assimilation, and not conversion into DMS, that increases with irradiance both in the short term [del Valle
et al., 2012] and through seasons [Vila-Costa et al., 2007]. Recent modeling studies suggest an important
effect of nutrient limitation (either nitrogen or phosphorus) on bacterial DMS yields. Although the
proposed mechanisms seem plausible, those studies overestimated the magnitude of dissolved-phase DMS
production due to either too high dissolved DMSP concentrations [Polimene et al., 2012] or DMS yields (Yd)
that were well beyond the observations range [Belviso et al., 2012] reported here (Figure 3h).
Our study identiﬁes the seasonal changes in particulate DMS yields as an essential contributor to the summer
paradox because, although particulate-phase DMS productionmeasurements were not available, dissolved DMSP
metabolism is shown to support in most instances a minor fraction of GPDMS (Figure 5). In agreement with this
view, the few studies that attempted tomeasure size-resolved DMSP cleavage observed thatmost of the potential
enzymatic activity occurred in particles>2μm [Levine et al., 2012] or even>10μm in some environments [Scarratt
et al., 2000a, 2000b; Steinke et al., 2002]. Therefore, variations in DMSPd turnover and fate should no longer be
regarded as themain control on GPDMS inmost oceanic settings, as is often implicitly or explicitly assumed [Curson
et al., 2011; Moran et al., 2012], and more efforts should be devoted to understand the drivers of particulate
DMSP turnover [Archer et al., 2002; Saló et al., 2010; Archer et al., 2011]. It must be noted that particulate DMS
production, usually attributed to phytoplankton, can also arise from particle-attached bacteria, which are
exposed to DMSP concentrations that are orders-of-magnitude higher than in bulk seawater [Scarratt et al.,
2000b; Seymour et al., 2010]. Further work is needed to resolve the partitioning of particulate DMS production
between phytoplankton cells and phycosphere bacteria, and their contribution to community DMS yields.
Recent research demonstrated that sunlight exposure, and especially UVR, stimulates daily community
GPDMS up to 80% [Galí et al., 2011, 2013b] in an irradiance and spectrum-dependent manner [Galí et al.,
2013a]. GPDMS was also shown to vary through diel cycles in summer [Galí et al., 2013b], driven by a daytime
increase in Yt. Notably, the magnitude of the daily variation of Yt and Y*t was of similar magnitude to the
seasonal variations reported here (Figure 6g). The same study observed that GPDMS determined in dark
incubations reﬂected the stimulatory effects of recent light exposure, whichmay partially explain why Yt and Y*t
deduced from dark incubations were correlated to SRD in the present meta-analysis. Thus, variations in recent
light exposure within the UML may partly explain the scatter around the median Yt vs. SRD relationship, with
the remainder possibly due to distinct microbial communities and food web interactions.
In summary, we showed that the SRD index effectively captures the seasonal variations in key ecosystem
sulfur cycling processes that drive the summer paradox (Figures 4–7). Besides light-driven processes, the SRD
index likely accounts for other effects linked to vertical mixing and the nutritional status of the microbial
community that may affect biological DMS(P) cycling. Signiﬁcant variations in DMS(P) cycling across spatial
gradients of productivity and nutrient limitation are also identiﬁed (Figure 4) and deserve further attention.
Yet, the reasonable ﬁt obtained through parameter optimization in the ensemble of oligotrophic gyre cores
suggests that an SRD-forced process-based model would have widespread applicability in stress regime
areas. Indeed, the process-based model we present was purposely kept as simple as possible to illustrate the
mechanistic basis of the SRD-DMS relationship. A diagnostic model based on the same principles would
beneﬁt from a proper parameterization of abiotic DMS loss processes and the use of remotely sensed
physical and biogeochemical variables relevant to DMS cycling.
These ﬁndings should enhance the performance of prognostic sulfur modules in Earth system models by
providing better-constrained parameters. In the near future, the routinely implementation of cutting-edge
methods will surely provide new insights. For example, the use of multiple isotopic tracers will help us to
understand and parameterize microscale processes [Asher et al., 2011], and automated high-frequency DMS
measurement will allow us mapping DMS concentration at high vertical-temporal resolution in Lagrangian
settings [Royer et al., 2014]. This meta-analysis emphasizes the need for more comprehensive process-
oriented studies of the biogenic sulfur cycle in the ocean.
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